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Abstract 

Hydrofluoric acid represents the majority of the industrial applications of fluorine in the world. It is 

synthetized from fluorite, which is commonly purified by the froth flotation process to attain the high-

grades required for hydrofluoric acid production. Besides, in metallic ores such as tungsten and 

phosphate ores, fluorite does not represent any added value compared to the extracted metals and is, 

therefore, considered as a gangue mineral that has to be rejected. In both cases, the fluorine content 

has to be known precisely in the flotation process as well as in all the industrial applications involving 

fluorine, to estimate the process efficiency and to optimise the operations. Nevertheless, fluorine 

quantification is difficult using conventional techniques since it usually includes heavy sample 

preparation such as dissolution. Though, Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) provides a 

multi-element detection that has been successfully used to quantify fluorine using either elementary or 

CaF molecular bands. Here, rock samples exhibiting a wide range of fluorine contents (from 1.48% to 

40.73%) were analysed, the fluorine being mainly comprised in fluorite. These samples corresponded 

to the products of different flotation tests conducted on the same tungsten-skarn ore. The experimental 

conditions were optimised to study the two CaF molecular bands, located between 529 and 543 nm, 

and between 590 and 606 nm, respectively. Systematically, the LIBS emission intensities of the two 

studied bands were evaluated using the peak areas, which were normalised, averaged over several 

ablated zones, and correlated with the fluorine content determined by the fluoride-ion sensitive 
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electrode method. The particle size played a key role as significant differences in the LIBS intensities 

were exhibited between the 10-150 µm and the <20 µm powders, with no discernible correlation 

between the size ranges and signal magnitude. Furthermore, the matrix effects strongly impacted the 

LIBS intensities, which displayed a non-linear relationship with the fluorine contents: this induced the 

development of non-linear univariate models that were calculated on 27 training samples and validated 

on nine testing samples (3:1 ratio). Although non-linear models fitted adequately the experimental 

data, a multivariate approach considering the two studied CaF bands was adopted to overcome the 

matrix effects. A formula with linear, quadratic, and interaction terms was generated from the 

multivariate regression, predicting fluorine contents with R² = 0.94 and a mean average error of 

2.18 %F. The developed models demonstrated that a precise and accurate quantification of fluorine is 

possible using a calibrated handheld LIBS, providing an on-line estimation of the processes efficiency 

and a real-time adaptation. 

Keywords 

LIBS; CaF; particle size; molecular bands; normalisation with total light; non-linear models; 

multivariate modelling; 

1. Introduction 

Fluorite (CaF2) represents the most important source of fluorine (F) used in the worldwide industry [1–

3]. Its main application is the production of hydrofluoric acid (HF) that constitutes the basis of all the 

fluorine-derivative chemical products (fluoropolymers, fluorocarbon…) [2–5]. Among the 

fluorine-based chemicals, some are crucial for the industry such as aluminium fluoride (AlF3), which 

is essential for the production of metallic aluminium by electrolysis [2,3,6]. Fluorite has many other 

applications under its mineral form, e.g. in the glass industry, for ceramic production [2,3], for 

epitaxial thin film growth [7], or for the production of ionic superconducting materials [8]. 

Considering its high economic importance, fluorite has been classified as a Critical Raw Material in 

the European Union [9]. 
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Most of the fluorite industrial applications require high CaF2 grades, making mandatory its 

purification by rejecting the associated gangue minerals. This concentration is commonly performed 

by the froth flotation method using fatty acids as collectors [10–15], which allow to process low-grade 

and fine-grained ores. Besides, metallic ores can comprise high amounts of fluorite, which is 

considered as a by-product that does not bring any added value compared to the extracted metals [16–

19]. Additionally, fluorine is a penalizing element for the metal-hosting minerals concentrates since it 

dilutes the metal and produces fluoride ions during the hydrometallurgy stage undergone by the 

flotation concentrates. Hence, the fluorite elimination from the process is required prior to the 

hydrometallurgy stage, mainly achieved by the froth flotation technique. This step has become crucial 

over the past decades as many deposits containing tungsten and phosphate, which have also been 

classified as Critical Raw Material [9], comprise fluorite as a gangue mineral [16–18]. 

During the flotation stage of fluorite-containing ores, quantifying the fluorine content in the flows is a 

key point to assess the performances of the process, i.e. the fluorite concentration or elimination, at 

both laboratory and industrial scales. A fast and efficient on-line fluorine quantification allows to 

adapt as fast as possible the operating parameters to maintain the product specifications [20]. Several 

methods have been intensively described for fluorine quantification such as the use of fluoride-ion 

sensitive electrode (ISO 5439:1978) or the spectrometric measurement of the absorbance (ISO 

5438:1993) [21–23]. Fluorine quantification is also possible by ICP-OES/ICP-MS provided that 

polyatomic ions such as BaF+ are formed to decrease the first ionization energy [23,24]. A few other 

methods exist for fluorine quantification [23] such as liquid/ionic chromatography. However, all the 

aforementioned methods require time and the use of reagents to dissolve completely fluorite and, then, 

cannot be employed for fast on-line quantification. 

Hence, either non-destructive methods or techniques requiring no sample preparation are much more 

adapted for the fast and on-line fluorine quantification issue. Some authors demonstrated the 

efficiency of the neutron activation method on rocks [23,25–28], which involves the bombardment of 

the sample by neutrons produced in the nuclear disintegration of 16N [27,28]. Nevertheless, this 

technique is very difficult to use in situ due to the intense radioactivity that is produced. Besides, 
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fluorine content can be measured using elementary or molecular bands of CaF by LIBS (Laser Induced 

Breakdown Spectroscopy), which is known for not requiring any sample preparation, for its multi-

element detection, and for the existence of handheld apparatus that can be used in situ. The fluorine 

quantification by LIBS has been successfully achieved with low limit of detections [29–33], whilst the 

atmosphere may play a key role [34–36]. However, the primary (and usually the most efficient) 

emission lines of fluorine are found in the ultra-violet and visible-ultra-violet ranges [30,37–39] in 

which our spectrometer is not optimised. To address this spectral issue, the detection of the molecular 

bands that result from the recombination of atomic species in the plasma during cooling has been 

suggested by previous studies [39–41]. For instance, the measurement of the emission of CaF 

molecular bands has been intensively investigated and can be used successfully for fluorine 

quantification [29,31,37,42–44]. However, most previous works [39–41] were based on samples 

comprising only quartz and fluorite, which is a rare case in the mining area and far from our own case 

study; thus, we decided to develop both univariate and multiple models to predict the fluorine content 

of a complex rock sample as a function of the LIBS intensity.  

In this work, the measurement of the emission of two different CaF molecular bands using handheld 

LIBS technique is evaluated for the fluorine quantification on 36 pressed powder pellets coming from 

various flotation tests, displaying a wide range of fluorine contents. The influence of the particle size 

is assessed and several models are developed to strengthen quantification models based on statistical 

methods. 

2. Materials and methods 

a. Samples 

The 36 rock powders analysed in this work were floated and non-floated products from lab-scale 

flotation experiments performed on the Tabuaço (Northern Portugal) tungsten-skarn. This ore 

contained fluorite (CaF2), scheelite (CaWO4), and various silicates among which some are calcic 

(Figure 1) [45]. Fluorine was mainly hosted by fluorite though the mineralogical characterisation 

allowed to identify small amount of fluorapatite [Ca5(PO4)3F] and a total substitution of HO- by F- in 

hydrated silicate minerals as vesuvianite [45]. Scheelite was finely disseminated and closely 
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associated with fluorite and vesuvianite (Figure 2), making the flotation mandatory to produce a 

marketable scheelite concentrate. The 36 samples corresponded to different schemes tested to 

eliminate fluorite from scheelite concentrates and then displayed fluorine contents ranging from 1.48% 

to 40.75%. 

 

Figure 1. Photograph of the run of mine Tabuaço tungsten skarn displaying mineralogical associations 

between scheelite, fluorite, and silicates (calcic or not). 
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Figure 2. Photograph of the Tabuaço tungsten skarn observed with optical microscope under cross-

polarized light, exhibiting its mineralogical associations. Sch = Scheelite (CaWO4); F = Fluorite 

(CaF); KF = Potassic feldspars; Ves = Vesuvianite (a calcic silicate). 

b. Size particle analyses 

To estimate the influence of the particle size of the samples in the models, the particle size distribution 

(PSD) was analysed for each sample by laser light scattering. The obtained PSD were the average of 5 

duplicate analyses, which were performed using a Helium-Neon Laser Optical System Mastersizer 

3000. The PSD, which is a function, was assessed by a unique value, the d80, which corresponds to the 

size that 80% of the particles are finer than. 

c. Fluorine analyses 

The actual fluorine content of the samples was measured by potentiometric analyses (SARM-CNRS). 

The products, corresponding to a +150-10 µm fraction, after flotation, were completely dissolved in 

acidic medium with different sorts of acids. The symbols + and – mean “coarser than” and “finer 

than”, respectively: a -150+10 µm powder is a ground ore which grains are smaller than 150 µm and 

coarser than 10 µm. Then, the analyses consisted in the use of a fluoride-ion sensitive electrode (ISE) 
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which measured the potential of the solution. The error on the F contents with this method was ± 5% 

of the given value. 

d. LIBS analyses 

Froth flotation was performed on a -150+10 µm fraction, corresponding to the ground and deslimed 

Tabuaço ore. After the flotation tests, the non-floated and floated products were milled in a ring mill to 

obtain a <20 µm fraction, usually used for spectrometric analyses. However, among the 36 samples 

studied here, 13 were randomly selected and analysed prior to the ring-milling stage in order to assess 

the influence of the particle size on the LIBS intensities. 

For each sample, a representative aliquot of 1 ± 0.2 g of powder was sampled and compacted into a 

2-millimeters-thick pellet with a basis pressure of 6.5 ton cm-2 since some authors demonstrated that 

the applied compressive force impacts significantly the LIBS intensities below 3 ton cm-2 [46]. The 

pellet was then placed under the analysis window of a Sci-Aps © Z-300 handheld LIBS analyser. This 

analyser displays multiple CCD based spectrometers covering a complete spectral range of 

190 nm - 950 nm allowing the record of neutral F emission lines along with CaF molecular bands. The 

laser power was around 5-6 mJ per pulse (at 50 Hz, 1064 nm) for all the analyses but could display 

variations of 15%. The ablation craters observed on powder pellets were estimated of 100 micrometres 

in diameter.  

All of the LIBS analyses were performed under a constant argon flow controlled directly by the LIBS 

handheld instrument with an argon purge displaying a pressure of around 12 psi. Argon atmosphere is 

known to enhance the emission intensities and minimise the effect of air on the LIBS signal (here 10 

times higher). Spectral data can be collected in either ungated or gated operation, with user settable 

gate delays. Here, concerning the temporal conditions of the plasma analysis, the delay time for the 

beginning of the acquisition of the LIBS emission was 400 ns. Thus, in order to record the molecular 

emission of CaF, the acquisition time window was fixed to 1 ms. 

For each pellet, the automatic raster mode has been used while the distance between the ablated zones 

and the distance to the border of the window was optimised to avoid any problem for the plasma 
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expansion. Nine ablated zones were defined on three lines, with four zones per line for the two upper 

lines and one zone for the lower line, as presented in Figure 3. The ablated zones were separated by 

40 µm from each other to avoid any overlapping of craters and, on each zone, four laser shots were 

done, which consisted of a first cleaning shot and 3 successive LIBS analyses (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Experimental protocol used for fluorine quantification on pellets with the handheld LIBS 

raster mode 

e. Post-processing 

Spectragryph 1.2.9 software was used for the spectra processing [47]. For each analysis, an automated 

method was configured to measure the peak area under the 529-543 nm and 590-606 nm bands with a 

baseline to minimize the influence of the background signal. A peak area normalisation with respect to 

the total light followed by an average of the peak areas over the nine ablated zones for each sample 

was then applied (report to section 3.c for deeper details). 

The JMP® statistical software (SAS institute) was systematically used to build the univariate and 

multivariate models. For univariate non-linear models, a Newton algorithm [48–50] was used for the 

gradient convergence, with a convergence criterion of 0.00001. For the model assessment, the R², root 
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mean squared error (RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE) were used, which are defined in 

equations (1), (2), and (3), respectively: 

�� = 1 − ∑ (�	 − �
	)��	�∑ (�	 − ��)��	�  (1) 

���� = �1� �(�	 − �
	)��
	�  (2) 

��� =  ∑ |�
	 − �	|�	� �  (3) 

where yi represents the observed values, �
	 the values predicted by the models, and �� the mean of the 

observed values. In equation 1, the numerator represents the sum of squared errors (SSE) while the 

denominator corresponds to the total sum of squares (TSS). Moreover, an analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was performed to assess the significance of each model, through the F-test, with a 0.05 

significance level. 

3. Results 

a. LIBS analyses 

A typical LIBS emission spectrum of a sample with a fluorine content of 14.73% (moderate value) is 

presented in Figure 4. The delay time to the laser shot and the time gate window were respectively 

400 ns and 1 ms, allowing the detection of CaF molecular bands [29,30,42]. Even using these specific 

parameters, the fluorine atomic emission lines (677.4 nm, 683.4 nm, 685.6 nm, 687.0 nm, 690.2 nm, 

691.0 nm, and 696.6 nm), were not detected on the LIBS emission spectra for the entire set of samples 

(Figure 4, [29,30,51,52]). Although the F atomic emission lines were previously successfully used for 

fluorine quantification [30,31], their emissions were not sufficient high for low F contents [30], 

inducing that their peak area could not be measured accurately. Due to a lower ionization potential of 

the CaF molecule compared to the F element, the optical emission of the CaF molecular bands are 

stronger than the emission of F atomic lines [29,30,37,42,43]. Since all of the analysed rocks had 
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significant amounts of calcium and fluorine, their recombination as CaF molecules into the plasma 

were highly probable using temporal resolution. Hence, to quantify efficiently fluorine on a wide 

range of fluorine contents, only the CaF molecular bands were considered in this work. The spectral 

domain ranging between 500 nm and 650 nm, see Figure 4b, contains both the atomic and molecular 

bands involving Ca atoms. In this domain, the narrow lines peaking at 524.5 nm, 549.0 nm, 556.5 nm, 

586.9 nm, and 612.6 nm are ascribed to the Ca I emissions [29–31,37,52]. The large band peaking 

between 529 and 543 nm is attributed to the B²Σ-X²Σ system of the CaF molecule while the large 

bands peaking at 578-585 nm, 590-606 nm, and 616-625 nm are related to the A²Π-X²Σ system of the 

CaF molecule [29,53,54]. However, the band peaking between 616 and 625 nm can also be attributed 

to the CaO molecule while the band peaking between 578 and 585 nm overlaps with a Ca I emission 

lines [29,55]. Therefore, these two latter bands were not considered in the present study. The 

intensities of the two other CaF molecular bands were significant for all the samples studied hereby, 

with fluorine contents ranging from 1.48% to 40.75%. Hence, these bands, peaking at 529-543 nm 

(green in Figure 4b) and at 590-606 nm (purple in Figure 4b), were selected and used for fluorine 

content calibration. The use of two separate bands allowed to strengthen the correlation obtained 

between the peak emission areas and the measured fluorine contents. Also, it enabled the use of a 

statistical approach to strengthen the results and improve the correlations between LIBS experimental 

data and actual fluorine contents. 
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Figure 4. LIBS emission spectrum of a random analysed sample assaying 14.73% F (a) and a zoom on 

the studied spectral domain ranging from 520 to 640 nm that contains the Ca I atomic lines, the CaO 

and the CaF molecular bands (b) The areas in green and purple of CaF molecular bands are those used 

for the spectral ranges and their baselines in the calibration of the fluorine content. 

b. Influence of the particle size of the powdered pellets 

One of the benefits offered by the LIBS analysis done by a handheld tool is the possibility to perform 

on-line measurements for fluorine quantification all along the process. In this case, the analysed 

powders would flow from one separation process to another in the plant and would not be milled down 

to 20 µm prior to the measurement as it was the case for the present work. Hence, it is of paramount 

interest to assess the influence of the particle size on LIBS emission efficiency.  

As mentioned previously, among the 36 samples analysed in this study, 13 were randomly selected 

and analysed before being milled in the ring mill, their size being then theoretically -150+10 µm. For 

those 13 samples, the CaF peaks areas were then measured before and after the milling stage. 
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Moreover, the particle size distributions of the powders were measured by laser light scattering, 

providing the d80 values before and after the milling stage. For each of the 13 samples, the ratio of the 

normalised peak areas, Q, was calculated using: 

� = ������ ! "#$$#%&���' �(!  "#$$#%&       (3) 

where NPA is the normalised peak area. A Q>1 corresponds to an increase of the LIBS intensity after 

the milling stage. For each CaF band, Q was drawn as a function of the d80 of the powder before the 

milling stage and the same powder after the milling stage, for the 13 considered samples (Figure 5). 

No correlation was observed between the normalised peak areas ratio, Q, the milling ratio, and the d80 

of the powder prior to the milling stage, for the two studied molecular bands. However, the milling 

stage increased significantly the peak areas, i.e. the LIBS intensities, since Q was always higher than 

1. Thus, even if no specific grain size is required for the LIBS analysis, the d80 should be roughly the 

same for all the samples. Therefore, the milling stage, usually performed prior to all spectroscopic 

analyses, is not necessary for fluorine quantification with a handheld LIBS except if the maximization 

of the LIBS intensities is needed, e.g. when samples exhibit very low fluorine contents. 

 

Figure 5. Ratio of the normalised peaks areas before and after milling (Q, represented by the colour of 

the points) as a function of the d80 of the powder before milling (x axis) and the d80 of the powder after 

milling (y axis) for the 529-543 nm (left) and the 590-604 nm CaF (right) bands. The dashed lines 

represent the milling ratios, corresponding to the d80 before milling divided by the d80 after milling.  
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c. Influence of the ablated zones: averaging and normalising 

The LIBS apparatus used in this study performed analyses on nine ablated zones for each pellet as 

presented in Figure 3. However, looking carefully zone to zone, we noticed that the non-normalised 

CaF peaks areas differed significantly between the nine ablated zones. For example, the 529-543 nm 

peak areas as a function of the actual fluorine contents for each ablated zone are presented in Figure 6. 

The points density was calculated on the whole domain using a smoothing kernel density algorithm 

[56,57] and iso-response curves of the points density provided the dispersion of the values. The 

ablated zones number 2, 3, 4, and 5 exhibited dispersions significantly lower than the first ablated 

zone (1) or than the last 4 zones (6, 7, 8, and 9). This could be attributed to some bias on the apparatus 

(small change in the laser power, argon flow on the sample…) since the pellets were homogeneous in 

terms of particle size and composition. Each analysed zone was relevant of various grains, since the 

grain size was around 10 µm for a <20 µm product and the laser spot size was around 100 µm in 

diameter. 
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Figure 6. Non-normalised 529-543 nm molecular band areas as a function of the fluorine contents 

measured by ISE for each ablated zone done using three laser shots after one laser shot cleaning. The 

coloured contours represent the iso-response curves of the kernel density function; the blue area 

corresponds to a low point density, the yellow area to a high point density. 
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Based on these observations, two methods were applied to decrease the peak areas dispersion and to 

strengthen the models developed on these experimental data. First, for each pellet, the peak areas were 

averaged on the nine ablated zones following the widely described averaging method [58]. However, 

the dispersion of the values was still high although it was significantly better than for the nine ablated 

zones studied separately (Figure 7a); to decrease the dispersion, a normalisation with respect to total 

light (NTL) was applied to each of the nine spectra, i.e. the areas of the two CaF bands were 

normalised with the whole spectrum area (total light). This technique has been successfully applied in 

previous studies [59–61] and allows to normalise LIBS emission spectra or peak areas without internal 

standards, which can vary from one sample to another. Also, for each sample, the nine normalised 

peak areas, corresponding to the nine ablated zones, were averaged following the classical method 

[58]. Overall, combining the two methods decreased significantly the dispersion of the values (Figure 

7b). 

 

Figure 7. a. Non-normalised 529-543 nm molecular band areas averaged on the nine ablated zones for 

each pellet as a function of the fluorine contents measured by ISE. b. 529-543 nm molecular band 

areas averaged over the normalised peak areas of the nine ablated zones for each pellet as a function of 

the fluorine contents measured by ISE. The coloured contours represent the iso-response curves of the 

kernel density function; the blue area corresponds to a low point density, the yellow area to a high 

point density. 
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d. Training and testing samples 

Prior to the modelling, the 36 samples analysed by LIBS and ISE were divided in training and testing 

samples, following the usual procedure for calibration development [62]. The training samples were 

used for the model development while the testing samples were excluded from the modelling process 

to validate the models after their development. Among the 36 samples, nine were randomly selected as 

testing samples and the 27 remaining samples were used for the model development (Table 1). This 

represented a 3:1 ratio between the training and the testing samples, which is commonly recommended 

for calibration by authors [62].  

Table 1. Sample number and fluorine content measured by ISE of the nine samples randomly selected 

as testing samples and then excluded from the modelling process. 

N° sample %F (ISE) 

2 1.76 

5 3.85 

10 8.23 

15 14.73 

16 16.65 

21 24.62 

27 30.09 

33 34.2 

34 35.15 

 

e. Fluorine quantification using univariate models 

Tables S1 and S2 (in SI) regroup sample numbers, fluorine contents measured by ISE, non-normalised 

and normalised peak areas of the two CaF molecular bands for each ablated zone, and their average 

over the nine ablated zones. Based on the experimental results, the CaF peak area for the 529-543 nm 
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peak, in arbitrary unit, was expressed as a function of the fluorine content measured by ISE, as 

presented on Figure 8. For each sample, the peak areas were the average calculated over the 

normalised spectra of the nine ablated zones. On Figure 8, the vertical demi error bars correspond to 

the standard deviation of the normalised peak areas calculated over the nine ablated zones. The 

horizontal demi error bars represent the experimental error made by the ISE method, which is 5% of 

the measured fluorine content. The univariate models were developed considering fluorine contents as 

x values and normalised peak areas as y values, which impels to use invertible functions since the 

global objective was to predict fluorine content of a sample based on its normalised peak area. Overall, 

the values followed a non-linear trend (Figure 8) that could be attributed to the formation of other 

molecules in the plasma, involving either Ca or F atoms, for high CaF2 contents. Indeed, scheelite, 

apatite, calcium silicates, and fluorite exhibit similar floatability [63–65], inducing that high fluorine 

contents, i.e. high CaF2 contents, is correlated with high Ca, P, W, and even Si contents. Hence, at 

high CaF2 contents, a part of Ca or F atoms could be used for the formation of MgF or CaO, resulting 

in a decrease of the CaF content in the plasma. This non-linear trend could be first modelled by a 

logarithmic model (Figure 8a); since the logarithm function is not defined in zero, a linear horizontal 

translation was applied by adding a constant value in the logarithm that was also adjusted during the 

modelling process. This allowed to constraint the model to the origin, i.e. to obtain a fluorine content 

of zero when the normalised peak area was zero. This model fitted the experimental data with 

R² = 0.8907, a p-value<0.0001, a RMSE = 4.2056 %F, and a MAE = 3.1653 %F when the model was 

inversed to express the fluorine content as a function of the peak area (Table 2). Besides, the 

asymptote for high fluorine contents also suggested the use of a reciprocal function (Figure 8b), which 

fitted the experimental data with R² = 0.8492, a p-value<0.0001, a RMSE = 4.9390 %F, and a 

MAE = 3.4855 %F when the model was inversed. This model exhibited significantly lower R² and 

higher RMSE/MAE, which could be attributed to the difficulty to fit correctly the experimental data 

for both low and high fluorine contents. Due to the asymptote, the errors were very important for high 

fluorine contents when the model fitted correctly to low fluorine contents while the predicted values 

for low fluorine contents were negative when the high fluorine content were acceptably predicted, 

which was not affordable. Overall, the use of the reciprocal function was not suitable for predicting the 
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fluorine contents from the 529-543 nm normalised peak areas. Finally, a last univariate model was 

suggested based on the global trend of the values, which were strictly increasing on the studied 

domain despite an asymptotic behaviour for high fluorine contents (Figure 8c). This was close to a 

Michaelis-Menten trend, which is a model commonly used to describe enzymatic processes and 

displays the x parameter in both the numerator and the denominator of the function. This model fitted 

the experimental data with R² = 0.8633, a p-value<0.0001, a RMSE = 4.6082 %F, and a 

MAE = 3.6155 %F when it was inversed, and was, considering the function, constrained to the origin. 
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Figure 8. Averages (Av.) normalised peak areas versus fluorine contents measured by ISE, for the 

529-543 nm peak presenting the three different univariate models and their summary of fit. The 

models presented here are all significant (p-value<0.0001). 

Besides, the 590-606 nm peak was studied following a similar procedure. However, the moderate to 

high fluorine contents displayed constant peak areas, inducing a strong asymptotic behaviour of the 

curve and, then, the impossibility to inverse the function and to predict the fluorine contents from the 

LIBS peak areas. The comparison between non-normalised and normalised averaged peak areas 
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(Figure 9) indicates that the normalisation process was responsible for this asymptotic trend since, 

without normalisation, a power model could fit the experimental data with R² = 0.6224, a 

p-value<0.0001, a RMSE = 7.6587 %F, and a MAE = 5.7610 %F when the model was inversed. 

Overall, the 590-606 nm was very difficult to use for fluorine quantification since non-normalised data 

exhibited high dispersions while normalised data displayed a strong asymptotic behaviour which made 

unlikely the modelling process. 

 

Figure 9. Normalised (a) and non-normalised (b) peak areas averaged over the nine ablated zones for 

the 590-606 nm CaF band. For non-normalised values, a power model fitted the experimental data 

with p-value<0.0001, its summary of fit is given.  
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Table 2. Summary of the different univariate fitting models for the 529-543 nm and 590-606 nm peaks presenting the equations, R², RMSE, and p-value. 

Peak Model type Model equation 
Fluorine content prediction (inversed 

model) 
R² p-value RMSE AAE 

529-543 nm 

Logarithm )*� = 0.025168 + 0.015080 × ln (%6 + 0.193241) 
%6 =  �:; <)*� − 0.0251680.015080 =

− 0.193241 

0.8907 <0.0001 4.2056 3.1653 

Reciprocal )*� = −0.506018%6 + 5.323205 + 0.091674 %6 = −0.506018)*� − 0.091674 −  5.323205 0.8492 <0.0001 4.9390 3.4855 

?:@ + : )*� = %6 × 0.0947576.923864 + %6 %6 =  −6.923864 × )*�)*� − 0.094757  0.8633 <0.0001 4.6082 3.6155 

590-606 nm Power *� = 3.055206 × %6A.BCD�BD %6 = 0.234102 × *��.EAAAFB 0.6224 <0.0001 7.6587 5.7610 
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The prediction models were also compared using the mean absolute error (MAE), which assesses the 

error that can be done when the fluorine content is predicted (Table 2). The best performance for 

univariate fluorine quantification was obtained by the logarithmic model, which provided a 

MAE = 3.1653 %F; this indicated that the fluorine content of a sample can be predicted with handheld 

LIBS with an average error of 3.1652 % on the fluorine value. However, these comparisons were 

established on the 27 training samples only. Hence, the nine testing samples, excluded from the 

modeling process, were used to validate the univariate models by calculating the same indicators than 

previously, i.e. R², RMSE, and MAE (Table 3). Overall, the univariate models predicted correctly the 

fluorine contents since, on the nine validation samples, the R² and MAE were similar or better than on 

the 27 training samples. 

Table 3. Summary of the development and validation of the different univariate fitting models for the 

529-543 nm and 590-606 nm peaks presenting, for each model, R², RMSE, and AAE calculated on the 

27 training samples and on the nine testing samples. 

Peak Model 
Training samples (27) Testing samples (9) 

R² RMSE AAE R² RMSE AAE 

529-543 nm 

Logarithm 0.8907 4.2056 3.1653 0.8875 4.0503 3.0384 

Reciprocal 0.8492 4.9390 3.4855 0.8428 4.7877 3.2748 ?:@ + : 0.8633 4.6082 3.6155 0.8582 4.5481 3.6851 

590-606 nm Power 0.6224 7.6587 5.7610 0.8193 5.1337 4.3256 

f. Fluorine quantification by multivariate modelling (MLR) 

We demonstrated previously that the particle size affected the LIBS peaks areas, despite no significant 

relationship. Also, the normalisation affected the modelling part since a univariate model could be 

developed for the non-normalised 590-606 nm peak areas while no model could fit them when they 

were normalised. Nonetheless, the univariate models considered each of the 529-543 nm and 

590-606 nm CaF molecular bands separately; taking into account a linear combination of the two 
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bands and their possible interactions could lead to an improvement of the models. Hence, a 

multivariate modelling has also been considered, taking into account the different parameters 

influencing the calibration between the actual fluorine contents and the LIBS peak areas. Since the 

univariate models generated previously involved non-linear terms for the CaF peaks areas, quadratic 

terms were also included in multivariate models, which were developed following the equation: 

� = ?A + ∑ ?	:	G	� + ∑ ∑ ?	H:	:HGH�GI�	� + ∑ ?		:	�G	� + J (4) 

where xi represents the factors, i.e. the 529-543 nm peak area (named PA529-543 nm after) , the 590-

606 nm peak area (named PA590-606 nm after), and the d80 of each sample; a0, ai, aii, and aij are the 

constant, linear, quadratic, and interaction model coefficients, respectively; and ε is a residual. The 

coefficients and the residual were estimated via the least square method [66–68]. A Student test was 

realized on each calculated model coefficient with a confidence level of 95% to select the significant 

coefficients. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the model significance and 

eliminate the non-significant coefficients from the final models. Multilinear regressions were 

developed on normalised and non-normalised peak areas to assess the effect of normalisation. Figure 

10 presents the correlations between the fluorine contents measured by ISE and the fluorine contents 

predicted by the multilinear models, on both non-normalised (Figure 10a) and normalised (Figure 10b) 

peak areas averaged over the nine ablated zones, and gives the R², RMSE, MAE, and p-value of the 

final models. Also, Table 4 summarizes the coefficients of the final models, which were all significant 

with a confidence level of 95%. The linear terms of the two CaF molecular bands, the interaction term 

between the two CaF molecular bands, and the quadratic terms for the 529-543 nm band were 

significant (Table 4). The significance of the quadratic terms confirmed the global non-linear trend 

observed and discussed previously for the univariate models. Furthermore, the coefficients involving 

the d80 were all non-significant, which confirmed that, although the particle size globally impacted the 

peak areas, it did not affect significantly the fluorine quantification. It also confirmed that a fluorine 

quantification using a handheld LIBS is possible with no dependence on the particle size as long as all 

the samples have roughly the same PSD. 
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Table 4. Parameter estimates for the final multivariate models as a function of the standardized 

parameters with standard errors (STD), t-ratios (T), and p-values (P), for non-normalised and 

normalised peak areas. 

Term Estimate STD error T P 

Non-normalised peak areas     

Constant 32.81 3.84 8.55 <0.0001 

PA529-543 nm 6.10 0.52 11.75 <0.0001 

PA590-606 nm -5.02 0.51 -9.84 <0.0001 

(PA529-543 nm – 23.33)*(PA529-543 nm – 23.33) 0.15 0.05 3.04 0.006 

(PA529-543 nm – 23.33)*(PA590-606 nm – 30.41) -0.17 0.05 -3.59 0.0016 

     

Normalised peak areas     

NPA529-543 nm 1449.82 88.95 16.30 <0.0001 

NPA590-606 nm -880.99 70.23 -12.54 <0.0001 

(NPA529-543 nm – 0.07)*(NPA529-543 nm – 0.07) 29344.53 6236.31 4.71 <0.0001 

(NPA529-543 nm – 0.07)*(NPA590-606 nm – 0.08) -23412.95 5591.33 -4.19 0.0004 

 

Figure 10. Observed fluorine contents (ISE) expressed as a function of the fluorine contents predicted 

by the multivariate models developed for normalised (a) and non-normalised peak areas averaged over 

the nine ablated zones. R², RMSE, and MAE are presented for the two models, which were significant 

(p-value<0.0001). Red lines represent the y = x curve. 
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Overall, the multivariate model calculated on non-normalised peak areas exhibited better R², RMSE, 

and MAE compared to model developed on normalised peak areas, which demonstrated that a 

normalisation was not necessary to obtain accurate multivariate models (Table 5, Figure 10). The best 

multivariate model, calculated on non-normalised peak areas averaged over the nine ablated zones of 

each sample, exhibited R² = 0.9545, a RMSE = 2.8341 %F, and a MAE = 1.9592 %F for a p-

value<0.0001. As for the univariate models, the multivariate models were validated by predicting the 

fluorine contents of the nine testing samples (Table 5). 

 

Table 5. Observed and predicted values for the two different multivariate models with the absolute and 

relative errors along with the correlation and prediction indicators, (R², RMSE, and MAE) calculated 

on the nine testing samples. 

%F (ISE) Non-normalised peak areas Normalised peak areas 

%F 

(predicted) 

Absolute 

error 

Relative error 

(%) 

%F 

(predicted) 

Absolute 

error 

Relative error 

(%) 

1.76 1.86 0.10 5.47 3.93 2.17 123.07 

3.85 2.95 0.90 30.48 2.50 1.35 34.99 

8.23 10.94 2.71 24.76 8.99 0.76 9.26 

14.73 14.98 0.25 1.65 15.30 0.57 3.84 

16.65 17.35 0.70 4.06 15.72 0.93 5.56 

24.62 22.40 2.22 9.92 24.58 0.04 0.18 

30.09 31.24 1.15 3.68 32.83 2.74 9.09 

34.2 28.75 5.46 18.98 29.12 5.08 14.86 

35.15 28.22 6.93 24.56 29.11 6.04 17.18 

       

Total on testing samples (9)     

R² 0.9293 0.9406 
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RMSE 2.0534 1.8833 

MAE 2.2687 2.1852 

       

Training samples (27)     

R² 0.9545 0.9425 

RMSE 2.8341 3.1164 

MAE 1.9892 2.3349 

For the nine validation samples, the model with normalised peak areas exhibited slightly better 

performances, with higher R² and lower RMSE/MAE. However, the relative error was significant for 

the low fluorine contents, which can be attributed to the minimisation of the RMSE that is calculated 

from the absolute errors. Overall, multivariate models provided a fluorine quantification with handheld 

LIBS with around 2.2 %F average error for fluorine contents ranging from 1% to 40%, which 

corresponds to 2% to 80% of CaF2 contents. 

4. Conclusion 

The main goal of this work was to develop a fast and accurate fluorine quantification method on 

powders for a wide range of applications including mineral processing area. To attain this objective, a 

handheld LIBS was used on 36 samples from flotation tests, containing from 1.48% F to 40.73% F, 

which fluorine content was measured by ISE. The handheld LIBS ablated nine different zones for each 

sample and two CaF molecular bands were studied for fluorine quantification. We demonstrated that 

the particle size had a significant effect on the LIBS intensities with however no correlation. 

Moreover, we found a variability in the LIBS intensities regarding the different ablated zones of a 

sample. Hence, for the fluorine quantification, averaging and normalising with respect to the total light 

were applied to decrease the values dispersion. Also, the 36 samples were randomly divided into 27 

training samples and nine testing samples for model development and model validation, respectively. 

Then, univariate non-linear models were developed on each CaF band studied separately, with 
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significantly better performances for the 529-543 nm peak. The best univariate model provided a 

quantification with R² = 0.8907 and MAE = 3.1653 %F, which represented the averaged error that was 

done on the prediction. Besides, the quantification accuracy was improved using multivariate models 

that took into account the two studied peaks through a linear term and a quadratic term for both as well 

as an interaction term. Multivariate models were developed for normalised and non-normalised peak 

areas to assess the influence of normalisation process. Overall, the best multivariate model, calculated 

from normalised peak areas, fitted the 27 training fluorine contents with R² = 0.9425 and a 

MAE = 2.3349 %F and predicted the nine testing fluorine contents with R² = 0.9406 and a 

MAE = 2.1822 %F. Thus, an on-line LIBS analyser can be set on a CaF2-rich sample where 2% of 

error in absolute value will not impact the process adaptation. The method developed in the present 

work aims at adapting the process based on on-line analyses but not at analysing the final marketable 

products, which have to be analysed with certified methods such as ISE. Overall, a fluorine 

quantification by a handheld LIBS is possible on powders and can be applied in the mineral processing 

area as in-situ quantification apparatus with a unique condition of a roughly constant particle size. 

With handheld LIBS, the use of helium as a purge gas could improve the limit of detection as well as 

the models accuracy and should be studied in details by other studies. Moreover, handheld XRF are 

now available with graphene windows that can detect and measure fluorine, which could be another 

route to investigate in the future. 
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